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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the problem of surface reconstruction from stereo images for large scenes having large depth ranges.
The passive stereo paradigm is inadequate for this problem because of
the need to aim cameras in different directions and to fixate at different
objects. We present an active stereo approach in which the scene is
systematically scanned and image acquisition and surface reconstruction
are integrated using a four-step process. First, a new fixation point is
selected from among the nonfixated, low resolution scene parts of current
fixation. Second, a reconfiguration of cameras is initiated for refixation.
As recontiguration progresses, the images of the new fixation point
gradually deblur and the accuracy of the stereo estimate of the point
improves. In the third step, the improved stereo estimate is used to achieve
accurate focus and vergence settings of the cameras for fixation. Finally,
focus-based depth estimates are obtained at a grid near the fixation point
whose density is determined by the local surface slope. These estimates
are fused with those obtained from stereo using maximum likefihood
(weighted averaging) and are interpolated to the non-grid points.
Keywords. Active vision; data fusion; surface reconstruction.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of surface reconstruction from stereo images
for large scenes having large depth ranges. At any stage of such a surface reconstruction
process, sharp images can be acquired only for narrow parts of the visual field,
capturing a limited depth range. The high resolution parts of the scene, contained
within the depth of field of the cameras, are said to constitute a central visual field,
while the low resolution parts out of the depth of field, and typically away from the
image centre, are said to belong to the peripheral visual field (Das & Ahuja 1989, pp.
9-15). An accurate surface map is extracted for the central visual field by integrating
the use of camera focus, camera vergence, and stereo disparity (Abbott & Ahuja 1988).
When the entire surface of the fixated object has been scanned, the acquired surface
map does not extend smoothly, and therefore surface reconstruction must be resumed
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by fixating on a new object, selected from the periphery of the current visual field.
This presents a dilemma since the exact locations and shapes of "new objects" are
unknown (otherwise there would be no need for fixation and subsequent surface
reconstruction.)
We present an approach to using coarse structural information about the scene
in selecting a new fixation point in the peripheral field and acquiring structural
information in the vicinity of the selected point at increasing resolution as the cameras
retortfigure and aim at the point. The estimates of the surface structure in the vicinity
of the new fixation point, both coarse estimates during refixation and accurate
estimates after refixation, are provided by multiple sources including camera focus,
camera vergence, and stereo disparity. Taking into account their reliabilities, these
individual estimates are statistically combined to form a final, overall estimate. Thus
the scene information available from the individual sources is dynamically integrated.
Section 2 describes in greater detail the background and motivation behind the
work reported in this paper. Section 3 presents an algorithm that performs two types
of integration. First, it achieves fusion of depth information available from different
sources of scene depth to derive accurate central surface maps. Second, it interleaves
coarse-to-fine acquisition of stereo images with their analysis for coarse-to-fine surface
reconstruction. Section 4 gives details of implementation and the experimental results.
Section 5 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Background and motivation
In this section we summarize the past research related to the work reported in this
paper, and the motivations that led to the development of the approach described
in the following sections.
2.1

Backoround

This paper pursues the basic theme of active, intelligent data acquisition (Bajcsy
1985, 1988). Computational active vision has become more feasible in recent years
with the availability of sophisticated hardware for controlling imaging elements
(Krotkov 1987; Burt 1988; Clark & Ferrier 1988; Ballard 1989). In their analysis of
surface reconstruction from stereo images, Marr & Poggio (1979) also point out the
role of eye movements in providing large relative image shifts for matching stereo
images having large disparities, thus implying the need for active data acquisition.
Ballard & Ozcandarli (1988) point out that the incorporation of eye movements
radically changes (simplifies) many vision computations; for example, the computation
of depth near the point of fixation becomes much easier. Aloimonos et al (1987) show
that active control of imaging parameters leads to simpler formulations of many
vision problems that are not well behaved in passive vision. Geiger & Yuille (1987)
describe a framework for using small vergence changes to help disambiguate stereo
correspondences. Abbott & Ahuja (1988) demonstrate the efficacy of integrating image
acquisition and image analysis for a single object, by interleaving the processes of
camera vergence and focusing with those of depth estimation from camera focus and
stereo disparity. Shmuel & Werman (1990) have considered the related problem of
surface map generation frbm multiple viewpoints; they use iterative Kalman-filtering
techniques to predict a new camera pose for maximal reduction of uncertainty in
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depth information. Some recent studies have considered higher level criteria for
fixation (called attention), e.g.; for recognition (Bolle et al 1990).
2.2

Motivation

Consider the initial state in which one of the objects in a scene is fixated on. Any
parts of the scene in the peripheral visual field appear out of focus, with the degree
of blur determined by the distance from the fixation point. Stereo analysis of the
out-of-focus peripheral image regions would result in surface estimates which would
be inaccurate due t o poor localization of features. This creates an ordering on different
parts of the scene such that the earlier a part is in the ordering the better is the
accuracy of its surface estimate.
Traditionally, the scope of stereo has been restricted to provide accurate depth
estimate from sharp images for the parts of the scene corresponding to the beginning
of the ordering. However, stereo can also be used to obtain inaccurate estimates for
peripheral objects that occur later in the ordering. In fact, the availability of coarse
peripheral maps would make it possible to select a new fixation point on a new
object. Once the cameras are fixated at the newly selected object, the resolution of
the rest of the objects lying in the direction of the selected object also improves.
Therefore, as the finest stereo recoristruction is achieved for the selected object, the
accuracy of the surface information available for those other objects which are now
closer to the fixation point also improves.
The availability of the coarse depth map for the unmapped parts of the scene has
advantages other than the ability to select a new fixation point. While moving from
one fixation point to the next, the mechanical reconfiguration of the image planes is
not instantaneous. Intermediate images are obtained with decreasing blur which may
be continuously stereo analysed to improve the estimate for the new point. In this
process, the computational blurring operation is replaced by instantaneous optical
blurring. The number of stereo pairs acquired before fixation is achieved would
depend on the amount of image plane reconfiguration required. The improved coarse
depth estimate from stereo can help in predicting and expediting the search for the
best focus axis setting corresponding to the new fixation point and the camera
vergence.
The use of both focus and stereo processes motivates fusion of depth information
available from both of them, thus improving the accuracy of the final estimate.
Stereo-based estimates have errors determined by the feature location and
quantization errors. The focus-based depth estimates on the other hand suffer from
the depth of field effect of the lens. Using the uncertainty characteristics of each of
these sources, the estimates may be combined using an optimal estimator.

3. Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm to achieve the desired integration of
multiresolution image acquisition and their coarse-to-fine processing and fusion of
depth estimates from different sources in processing the central visual field. To describe
the algorithm, consider the state wherein a fine surface map has been constructed
for the central visual field along with a coarse map for the peripheral visual field
with respect to the current fixation point. Then the algorithm for iteratively extending
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the surface map consists of the following steps: (1) An unoccluded peripheral point
whose selection involves minimum lateral movement of cameras and reconfiguration
of their image planes is chosen as the new target point; (2) a sequence of images of
increasing resolution is acquired and stereo analysed, thus obtaining surface maps
with increasing accuracy, during the time the cameras verge and focus on the new
target point; and (3) focus-based depth estimates are obtained at points along a
non-uniform grid within the central visual field, these estimates are fused with
estimates from stereo by weighted averaging, and the fused estimates are interpolated
to the non-grid points to yield a fine map for the central visual field while a coarse
surface map is obtained for the peripheral field. These steps of the algorithm are
discussed in the following subsections.

3.1

Target selection

The extension of the surface map resumes by fixating at another object. The availability
of the peripheral surface map makes the selection of a new fixation point possible,
albeit with limited accuracy, and thus helps to avoid the need for knowing object
depths before they are estimated!
Given an approximate surface map in the peripheral visual field, how should we
select a fixation point? In Abbott & Ahuja (1988) some criteria were identified for
selection of a fixation point which were motivated by known characteristics of fixation
in human vision as well as computational considerations. We use similar criteria
here. A target point at position p, in a coordinate system fixed with respect to the
camera locations, is chosen from the current periphery so that the following weighted
average is minimized:
E = al IIP - Pc^MII + a2 it p - ProF U+ a3A(p, PPo~)

(1)

where PCAMand ProF denote the locations of camera reference frame and the current
point of fixation, respectively; I1"]1 is the Euclidean distance norm; and the function
A gives the angular separation between two 3D points in the camera reference frame.
Candidate target p must be visible to both viewpoints, and must lie within camera
travel limits.
The first term enforces a near-to-far ordering on fixation points. The second term
favours selection of an object close to the currently fixated object since the closer it is
the more accurate the target location information from the peripheral map is. The
third term biases the choice of target to scene points which lie in directions close to
that of the current fixation point, preventing large angular movements of the cameras
between fixations.

3.2

Target homing

Once a target point has been selected on a new object, the cameras need to be
reconfigured to fixate on the point. This involves changing camera orientations and
image plane positions. The process of performing these changes is called target homing,
and is attempted using the largest available focal length ( f -- fm,x)' While still focused
at the current fixation point, the change to large focal length causes substantial
blurring of the new target point. If the point spread function (p.s.f.) of a finite aperture
lens is modelled by a 2D Gaussian, then the spread parameter, oL, of the Gaussian
signifies the degree of optical blurring of a defocused point. The parameter or. is
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proportional to the camera focal length, the aperture, and the distance of the defocused
point from the fixation point (see appendix A). Let the optical blur of the target point
at the beginning of the target homing phase have a at. = at. The stereo-based depth
estimate of the peripheral target point is inaccurate due to the optical blurring (that
the degree of blur is at. = aLS when a focal length o f f =flterco is used) of the peripheral
features in the vicinity of the target point during the previous fixation. In addition,
a Laplacian of Gaussian (V2G) having a spread parameter a~ = aps t is used to detect
these features that results in location errors of the detected features. The Gaussian
expressing the combined optical and computational blurring effects at a given
peripheral point has a spread parameter of ¢rt= (a2s + a p2f l I~1/2 (since the combined
Gaussian is the convolution of the individual Gaussians).
As the image planes are gradually reconfigured by changing the focus axis settings,
the new target point becomes less and less blurred; the image sequence acquired
during the re,configuration thus comprises a multiresolution (coarse-to-fine) image
sequence of the target area. Each pair of optically blurred images is subsampled,
reducing the degree of subsampling as images become less blurred, i.e., aL decreases.
Let Hi x Hi denote the resolution of the sampled images at the ith stage (aL = aS)
during reconfiguration:

H___lt= at and Hi = ai+ t,
M nat
Hi+ t
ai

(2)

where M x M is the resolution grid used to stereo analyse the peripheral field (see
§ 3.4) andfm.z/f,~erc, = n, n > 1. The inverse dependence of the image resolution on the
degree of blur'is due to the fact that blurring causes a reduction in spatial frequencythe larger the blur the smaller is the spatial frequency-thus lowering the sampling
rate. Since the optically blurred images are obtained continuously, the improvement
in the stereo-based depth estimate of the target point from the analysis of two
consecutive image pairs is significant only when the difference AaL = a t - at+ 1 is
significant. Let Aar be the chosen significant value of Aar. The intermediate images
in which the blur of the target point is between ai and at+ t = a i - Aar are skipped
for stereo analysis.
Features are detected in the stereo images using the Nevatia-Babu (1980) operator.
The surface estimates derived from an image pair at any stage during camera
rcconfiguration serve as coarse estimates for surface reconstruction from later images
acquired with smaller aLl This process of coarse-to-fine image acquisition interleaved
with surface reconstruction is continued till ~rL reaches a lower bound, a~a.. Beyond
this stage only image plane reconfiguration is continued till the estimated blur of the
target point is zero. The final (most accurate) stereo-based depth estimate of the
target point is denoted by Z s.
3.3

Target fixation

The target homing stage terminates with the cameras oriented such that the estimated
target point location fails at the centre of each image. The increasing accuracy of
stereo estimate obtained during target homing brings the two cameras close to the
state of fixation with the estimated blur of the target point zero and the two cameras
aimed at the same 3D point. In order to focus the cameras accurately, the stereo-based
depth estimate, Z's, of the target point is used to establish an interval of image plane
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positions [vl, v2] about a position v0 that corresponds to the depth Z s (01 > v0 and
v2 < Vo).This interval which corresponds to the depth of focus at co is finely quantized
and searched for a peak of the focus criterion function, defined as the total squared
gradient over a fixation window centred at the target point. As in Abbott & Ahuja
(1988), we perturb the camera orientations slightly to maximize sharpness of images
and the correlation between the area around the target locations (image centres).
This resulting camera configuration is used to initiate surface reconstruction for the
new object.
3.4

Fusion and surface estimation

Stereo images are acquired with a focal length (f, ter,o) smaller than the one used for
estimating depth from focus (fmax) to increase the field of view. The fixation point is
in focus in these images. The parts of the scene that are in sharp focus (corresponding
to objects that lie within the depth of field) are segmented out (Das & Ahuja 1989,
pp. 9-15) to define the central field of view while the defocused regions comprise the
peripheral field.
Once a stereo image has been segmented into central and peripheral visual fields,
the next step is to obtain depth estimates by fusing the focus-based and stereo-based
information. To do this, a 2D grid is constructed within the central visual field. The
density of the grid is determined by the local slope computed from the available
surface estimate and is thus spatially varying. Wherever any surface estimate is not
available (e.g., in the newly uncovered parts of the visual field), a default grid spacing
of Wgrid is used. Focus-based depth estimates are obtained at these grid points by
aiming the cameras at the corresponding 3D points.
Stereo reconstruction for the high resolution (using an N x N grid) central visual
field takes place using a small value of a~ (cro = aca) for the Laplacian of Gaussian
(V2 G) feature detector. This ao gives the best trade-off between localization and
stability of the detected zero-crossings (features). The surface reconstruction begins
with initial surface estimates obtained in three different ways. Parts of the central
visual field have highly accurate estimates obtained during high-zoom target homing.
Other parts of the central visual field have only coarse estimates available from the
previous fixation at which time these parts belonged to the peripheral field. Finally,
yet other parts of the central visual field may have entered the visual field during
re fixation and thus do not have any associated estimates; for these parts, the most
recent stereo-based depth estimate of the current fixation point from target homing
is used as initial estimate.
At each point on the non-uniform grid, depth estimates Ze and Zs are computed
from focus and stereo, respectively. These two estimates are considered as observed
values of two independent measurements Zs(~ N ( Z , Vats)), zr(~ N ( Z , Varr)) of the
true depth Z at this grid point. The quantities Vars and Varr are assumed to be
given by the variances of errors in stereo and focus-based depth estimates. The
variance of the stereo-based error is estimated from the disparity errors due to
V2G(aa = ac,z) and image plane quantization, and the angular quantization of the
stereo camera positioners. The variance of the focus-based error is estimated from
the depth of focus of the lens. The details of the derivations of these variances are
given by Das & Ahuja (1992). The hypothesis that Zs and zr have the same mean is
verified by testing that the random variable
x = z s -- zr/( Vars + Varr) 1/2

(3)
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is ~ N(0, 1). This is done by checking that [XI ~<X~ for (1 - ~ ) degree of confidence,
where X is the observed value of x. If the hypothesis is not acceptable, then one
of the estimates is used as the final estimate (e.g., the one with smaller variance,
or depth closer to that of the fixation point). If the hypothesis is valid, the best
(maximum likelihood) estimate of Z is obtained by weighted averaging of Z s and Z e
(see appendix A):
Z, = ( V a r r Z s + V a r s Z r ) / ( V a r s + Varr).

(4)

Such fusion of stereo and focus data has also been reported by Krotkov & Kories
(1988, pp. 548-53). The deviation A s = Z - Z s at each grid point is interpolated to
non-grid points and the interpolated values are used to update the stereo estimates
at the non-grid points. The result of stereo reconstruction is a high resolution (fine)
surface map for the central visual field.
A trpst larger than aat is used for the peripheral feature detector to introduce
smoothing in addition to that caused by optical blurring so that the number of
matchable features is small. In addition to smoothing, the periphery is subsampled
using an M x M grid (M < N). The effects of blurring and subsampling significantly
degrade the accuracy of stereo and lead to a low resolution (coarse) surface map for
the peripheral visual field.

4. Implementation and results
In this section, we present details and results of implementing our active stereo
algorithm on the University of Illinois' Active Vision System. The system consists of
two Cohu 4815 CCD cameras (754 H x 488 V pixels) mounted on a stereo platform
and equipped with Vicon V17-5-105M motorized zoom lenses. High-precision
stepper-motor rotational units are used to control independent pan, tilt, and vergence
angles. The imaging system is controlled by a Sun Microsystems 3/160 workstation.
4.1

I m p l e m e n t a t i o n details

For the left and the right cameras, calibrated focal lengths of fst .... = 47.7 mm and
47-2 mm are used to acquire the stereo images, and fmax = 105"4 mm and 101.0 mm
(full zoom) are used in the fixation process. The thickness of each lens is t = 2 mm
and the approximate distance between the cameras is 28 cm. Images are digitized to
512 x 512 pixels of 256 gray levels each. The image plane position is adjusted through
the focus axis setting controller. Empirically, the relation between the image plane
position, v, and the focus axis setting, p, is v = ap + b + f for a zoom setting f. The
calibrated parameters for full zoom are a = - 6.08E - 07 and b = 0.009 (left camera),
and a = - 5.2E - 07 and b = 0.008 (right camera). The relation between the diameter
D of the blur circle and the spread parameter aL of the Gaussian associated with lens
defocusing is experimentally found to be trL = k D + ~o. The calibrated values of k
and a o are 0.35 and 1.09, respectively.
The values of ~cn = 6 for the central visual field and aps ~= 9 for the peripheral field
are used in the implementation of our algorithm. The central field is stereo analysed
using an N x N = 2 5 6 x 256 grid; the stereo grid for the peripheral field is
M x M = 128 x 128. The parameters of (1) are chosen as a~ = 0-25, a2 = if5 and
a 3 = 0-25; • = 0-05 and (for ~ N(0, 1)) X~ = 1.96 are used to test the consistency of
focus and stereo data.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Stereo image pair, (a) left and (b) right, with the box in the central
visual field while the back wall continues to occupy the peripheral field.

4.2

Experimental results

The active camera system was made to scan an indoor scene consisting of a vertical
barrel (approximately cylindrical) next to a rectangular box, both resting on a flat
table top and in front of a rear wall. We present the results after the barrel has been
scanned and the cameras are fixated on the box. All range measurements reported
in this section are with respect to a reference world coordinate system. The stereo
images of figure 1 have the box occupying the central visual field while the barrel and
the wall belong to the peripheral field with the barrel being less peripheral (blurred)
than the wall. The fine central range map together with the coarse peripheral range
map for this fixation is shown for the left viewpoint in figure 2. The composite range
map, which has accumulated the results of processing stereo images acquired during
the individual fixations so far, is shown in figure 3 after the addition of the fine central
map corresponding to the box. A window in figure 4 marks the newly selected target
point on the wall which minimizes (1). The world coordinates of the new target from
the coarse stereo depth estimate are (0.106, 0.071, 3-077), all in metres. The measured
distance of the target point from the origin of the world coordinates is 3"36 m.

Figure 2. A high resolution range
map for the box along with a coarse
peripheral map for the wall.
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Figure 3. The composite range map
previously containing information only
about the barrel is now updated by
adding the reconstructed surface of the
box.

Upon selecting the target the system aims the cameras at it. The focal length of
each camera is set to full zoom as required by the fixation process resulting in the
optically blurred left and right images of figure 5, for which 61 = 11. During the
previous fixation, 6Ls=5.5 for the new target point and api~=9, hence
6t = ,vLSI"2-~ vpS~'~1/2
2 = 10"5. These values of 61 and 6t are substituted in (2) to compute
the subsampled size for the blurred images of figure 5: H 1 = trtfst~rcoM/rlfm, x =
(10"5 x 47"5 x 128)/(11 x 105"4)= 55. However, in our implementation, the smallest
size for any image that can be stereo analysed is restricted to 64. The Nevatia-Babu
(1980) line extraction algorithm is used to detect features which are matched to obtain
the coarse stereo map of figure 6. The recomputed depth of the target from stereo is
3-174 m. The second pair of optically blurred images that are analysed are those
of figure 7 for which 62 = 6 1 - A a r = 8 with Atrr = 3 and a subsampled size of
H2 x H2 = 128 x 128. The refined depth estimate of the target point is now 3-301 m.
The next set of images to be stereo analysed has 63 = 5. The lower bound on the
optical blur, beyond which only coarse-to-fine image acquisition occurs without image
analysis, is trmin = 6. Thus, only image plane recordiguration takes place at this stage
of the current target homing process, until 63 0. Once the image planes are reconfigured to focus the target approximately and the cameras are aimed at the target,
finer adjustments of the image planes are performed to focus the target exactly thereby
completing the fixation process. The search interval of focus axis settings computed
=

Figure 4. The windows mark the previous
fixation point on the box and the new target
point on the wall chosen by minimizing the
target selection criterion.
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(b)
Figure 5. The (a) left and (b) right images as the cameras begin homing on to
the target on the wall.

Figure 6. A coarse range map (64 x 64)
for the wall around the target point
from stereo analysis of the first pair of
optically blurred images.

(b)

Figure 7. The (a) left and (b) right images as the image planes are reconfigured
to render the target point increasingly sharp.
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(a)

Figure 8. Stereo image pair, (a) left and (b) right, when the wall moves into the
central visual field. The barrel and the box are now located in the peripheral
visual field.

from the depth estimate of the fixation point (which is 3"301 m) is between Pl = 8499
and P2 = 8967 (left camera) and Pl = 8356 and P2 = 9197 (right camera). The peak of
the focus criterion function is detected at pf = 8759 (left camera) and pf = 9075 (right
camera). The focus based depth estimate is 3"287 m. At the completion o f the fixation
process, the focal length is reduced to fsterco to acquire the stereo images of figure 8wherein the wall occupies the central visual field while the barrel and the box belong
to the peripheral field. A non-uniform grid is constructed in the central visual field
of figure 8 which corresponds to the projection of a uniform grid on the surface using
a default spacing of Wgrid = 49 pixels. Focus-based depth estimates are obtained for
most of these points, except for those near the edge of the barrel. For these latter
points, the focus-based estimates from the left and the right cameras are significantly
different, implying occlusion. Features are detected in the central visual field using
V 2 G with o~ = aca of which only the unoccluded ones are stereo analysed to obtain
stereo-based depth estimates at the grid points. These estimates are fused with the
focus-based estimates frorh the left and right cameras and interpolated to the nongrid
points. The fine map of the wall is added to the composite map in figure 9 that
previously contained only estimates for the barrel and the wall.

Figure 9. The composite range map
after the wall has been reconstructed.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have described our approach to selection of new fixation points
during surface reconstruction for large scenes having large depth ranges. The refixation
step involves coarse-to-fine mechanical reconfiguration of cameras with gradual
deblurring (optical) of the new fixation point during which multiresolution surface
reconstruction is performed in parallel with image acquisition. The improved stereo
estimates are subsequently used to analyse the newly fixated parts of the scene.
Through our proposed approach we have extended the paradigm of complete visual
reconstruction (over the entire visual field) commonly pursued in computer vision
research to one of selective visual reconstruction, thereby reducing some of the
problems associated with traditional surface reconstruction methods, e.g., surface
interpolation across depth discontinuities, occlusion etc.

Appendix A

Image formation in geometrical optics
Under the assumptions of incoherent illumination of objects and that the spectral
band-width of the image radiation detected at the image plane is small with respect
to the centre wavelength of the radiation, the imaging system (circular lens) of figure A1
will respond as a linear system in terms of its input and output intensity fields. If
o(x, y) and i(x,y) are continuous, infinite-dimensional intensity fields in the object
and the image planes, respectively, then for a linear shift-invariant imaging system

i(x, y) = o(x, y)® h(x, y),

(A1)

where h(x,y) is the two-dimensional impulse response function or the point-spread
function (p.s.f.) of the lens. The entrance and the exit pupil planes of a lens are called
the first and the second principal planes, respectively, and the circular opening of the
pupil is known as the aperture. Even, a perfectly focused lens produces some blurring
because of the diffraction caused by a finite aperture. The optical transfer function
(Fourier transform of the p.s.f.) is rotationally symmetric for a circular lens.
The cone of light rays emanating from an arbitrary point object is brought to
focus at a point in the image plane by an ideal lens. An object point which is not in
focus is imaged as an ellipse (for an object point on the optic axis, the projection is
a circle known as the blur circle), which is the intersection of the cone of light rays
and the image plane perpendicular to the optic axis. Such imaging amounts to low-pass
filtering of the ideal (point) image. Let v = Vo be the position of the image plane when
an object point, O, at a distance u = u o measured from the first principal plane is
brought to focus at I. It is well known that for an object and its corresponding image
point the following relation holds when the object point is in perfect focus:
(I/u) + (l/v) = Off),

(A2)

where f is the focal length of the lens. The object distance (range or depth) measured
from the projection centre of the lens is Z = u + t, where t is the offset of the principal
plane from the projection centre and is positive in the viewing direction.
If the image plane is now displaced to a new position v, then, from figure A1, the
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FigureAI. Defocusing of a point by an ideal lens. A is the diameter of the lens.
diameter of the blur circle in the image plane at position v is
D = (A/re)Iv - VoI.

(A3)

Substituting for Vo and v, the corresponding object distances Uo and u satisfying (A2),
we obtain another expression for the diameter of the blur circle

D= Af (lu - Uo[/ = Af ( I Z - Zo] I
uo\ u - f / Z o - t k Z - t - f J "

(A4)

The blur circle increases as the distance offset I Z - Z o l from the focused point
increases. Since the radiant power within the cone (apex at I) of light rays remains
unchanged for different positions of the image plane, the irradiance (radiant power
per unit image area) or the brightness observed at the centre of the blur circle decreases
as the circle (the image area) increases. The observed brightness within the circle is
uniform and can be expressed as
~"l/Oft2),

i(x'Y)=[O,

for x 2 + y2 ~<r 2,
for x2+y2>r 2,

where D = 2r.

Modelling practical imaging system
A diffraction-limited imaging system operating within the limit for defocus has a p.s.f.
closely approximated by the Airy pattern (a patch of light surrounded by alternating
dark and light rings). Away from this tolerance limit, the p.s.f, is represented by a
pill box (Horn 1986), a circularly symmetric function of unit volume; within the circle
(radius r = D/2) the magnitude is constant,
h,
, f 1/(~r2),
Ax'Y) = 10,

for x 2 + y2 ~<r 2,
for x 2 + y2 > r 2,

in accordance with geometrical optics (for a point object o(x,y)= 6(x,y), thus
i(x, y ) = h,(x,y). For convenience, the magnitude of the p.s.f, near and away from a
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well-defined focus is described by a two-dimensional Gaussian (Pratt 1978; Horn
1986) within the circle
~ ( 1 / 2 n o 2 ) e x p ( - (x 2 + y2)/(202)),
h°(x' Y) = [ 0,

for x 2 + y 2 ~ r2,
for x 2 + y2 > r 2,

(A5)

where o is the spread parameter representing the degree of defocusing. Like the Airy
pattern or the pill box function, this function also has unit volume and is circularly
symmetric. Near a well-defined focus where tr is small, the Gaussian distribution of
the p.s.f, closely follows the central Airy pattern. The p.s.f, approaches a stationary
value as cr or the degree of defocusing increases, which is in accordance with the
predictions of geometrical optics. The diameter of the blur circle and the spread
parameter of the Gaussian are empirically related by

a=kD, k>0,

(A6)

where the constant of proportionality, k, is a characteristic of the lens system. Different
points will be blurred by different o, depending on their distances from Zo. Thus,
(A7)

trr. = kO = k[Af/(Zo - t)] [IZ - ZoI/(Z - t - f ) ] .
Fusion model

We first describe an error model associated with each sensory module and then a
model for combining their outputs. To begin with, let us assume that each estimate
Zi is the observed value of a random variable z~ that has a Gaussian distribution
N(Z, ¢~2), where Z is the true depth of the fixation point and o 2 = El-(zi- Z)z]. Let
z=rz~,z2 ..... zN] r be an N-dimensional random vector whose elements are
statistically independent. We model (see also Krotkov & Kories 1988, pp. 548-53)
the fusion problem as one of estimatino the parameter Z from the observations
Z = {Zi} r. We also assume that the probability density for the mapping from
parameter space to observation space is

I " ( z , - z ) 2]

p(ZIZ) = [(2~)m21AlI/:]-I exp - ~ ,=~

if2

5

(AS)

The covariance matrix A is a diagonal matrix whose elements are ~. Sin~e Z is not
a random variable, an unbiased estimate for it is the maximum likelihood estimate,
ZMLr, at which the likelihood function ln p(Z[Z) is a maximum. Thus

In.tZfZ [

=0.

Substituting p(ZJZ) from (12) we obtain

or

l= 1

_---2Y-O"i

~

[g = Zu,,¢

=0

(A9)
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or

__ zN
0.2
N I/O./2).
( i= 1 ZU i ) / ( Z i = 1

(AIO)

M,~E--

Such an estimate is called a point estimate. In many cases of interest, an exact
calculation of a point estimate may not be possible, and an error bound on the
estimate is more appropriate. Suppose 2M,~E is the observed value of a random
variable

llo.

_

r - ~ l - ~ i 2 - i--,
~ ZN=-~lo.iiZ'= i=i
~

kiZ"

(All)

where k ~ - (1/o.2)/~: 1(l/o. 2) is a real constant. Because Zi's are mutually statistically
independent, the moment-generating function of r is given by
N

M(t) = E[e t'] = E[e tF)[=xk'Z~]-- l-[ E[etk'Z~] •

(A12)

i=1

Now
E [e tz'] = exp [Zt + (o.2t2/2)]
for all real t. Hence we have
E[ei~,z,] = exp[Z(kit ) + (o.2(kit)2/2)].
That is, the moment-generating function of r is
N

M(t) = I] exp[(kiZ)t + (k2 o.2)t2/2]
i=1

=ex

p [ ~l(k t Z ) t

+ ( ~ ~= 1 (k 2 o.2) t2 )/21 •

(A13)

But this is the moment-generating function of a distribution that is N(Z~= 1k~Z,
N
2 2
Z~flkio.i).
Thus r has a normal distribution N(/#,¢2)=-N(Z, 1/F,~ffil(1/O.2)).
Consequently, the random variable s = (r-/#)/o., is N(0,1). Now, for a standard
normal distribution, 95% of the area under the normal curve falls between S = - 1-96
and S = 1.96 (S is the observed value of s). Thus, the error in estimating/z, = Z by
Zut.e may be expressed in the form
- 1.96 < ( Z M z z - #,)/o., < 1.96
or

-- 1"96/(Z~= 11/o.2) 1/2 < Zu~.E -- Z < 1"96/(1~= 11/o.2) 1/2
or

ZUL ~ -- 1"96/(X~= 11/O.2)1/2 < Z < 2taL~ + 1"96/(Y~= 11/o'2) 1/2,

(A14)

and it can be asserted with a probability of 0.95 that the above inequality will hold
for any given sample. A statistical inference of this sort is an example of the interval
estimation of a parameter. The interval is called a confidence interval with known
endpoints, and the probability that it will contain the quantity being estimated is
called the degree of confidence. For example, to have the degree of confidence as 0-99
it would be necessary to substitute 2-58 for 1.96. Finally, to draw an analogy between
the fusion model described above and a physical example, it may be noticed that if
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we represent a voltage source as V~= Zi and its series resistance as Ri = tr2, then
ZMLe is the open-circuit Thevenin voltage of N such voltage sources that are in
parallel. The short-circuit Thevenin resistance is a 2 which is thus less than any of
the individual Ri's. Consequently, the fused estimate is statistically more reliable than
any of its component estimates.
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